Spiritualism and Esoteric Knowledge

Magic, superstition, the occult sciences and esoteric knowledge appear regularly in the history of ideas alongside more established academic disciplines such as philosophy, natural history and theology. Particularly fascinating are periods of rapid scientific advances such as the Renaissance or the nineteenth century which also see a burgeoning of interest in the paranormal among the educated elite. This series provides primary texts and secondary sources for social historians and cultural anthropologists working in these areas, and all who wish for a wider understanding of the diverse intellectual and spiritual movements that formed a backdrop to the academic and political achievements of their day. It ranges from works on Babylonian and Jewish magic in the ancient world, through studies of sixteenth-century topics such as Cornelius Agrippa and the rapid spread of Rosicrucianism, to nineteenth-century publications by Sir Walter Scott and Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Subjects include astrology, mesmerism, spiritualism, theosophy, clairvoyance, and ghost-seeing, as described both by their adherents and by sceptics.

A Key to Physic and the Occult Sciences

Physician, astrologer and occult philosopher, Ebenezer Sibly (1751–99) wrote popular works of medical theory and advice, including Culpeper’s English Physician (1789) and this companion volume of 1795. A synthesis of theology, natural philosophy and medical science, the book argues for a microcosmic understanding of the human body as a composite of the four essential elements. An ambitious work, it bears witness to an important era in the development of modern medicine, as Sibly looks to combine an older hermetic tradition with new Enlightenment-era insights into the physical universe. In the final section of the work, Sibly touts his remedies, Lunar Tincture and Solar Tincture, developed to act upon female and male ailments, respectively. Composed from the ‘pabulum of the universe’, these medicines, Sibly claims, cure everything from gunshot wounds to dog bites.
Cambridge University Press has long been a pioneer in the reissuing of out-of-print titles from its own backlist, producing digital reprints of books that are still sought after by scholars and students but could not be reprinted economically using traditional technology. The Cambridge Library Collection extends this activity to a wider range of books which are still of importance to researchers and professionals, either for the source material they contain, or as landmarks in the history of their academic discipline.

Drawing from the world-renowned collections in the Cambridge University Library and other partner libraries, and guided by the advice of experts in each subject area, Cambridge University Press is using state-of-the-art scanning machines in its own Printing House to capture the content of each book selected for inclusion. The files are processed to give a consistently clear, crisp image, and the books finished to the high quality standard for which the Press is recognised around the world. The latest print-on-demand technology ensures that the books will remain available indefinitely, and that orders for single or multiple copies can quickly be supplied.

The Cambridge Library Collection brings back to life books of enduring scholarly value (including out-of-copyright works originally issued by other publishers) across a wide range of disciplines in the humanities and social sciences and in science and technology.
A Key to Physic and the Occult Sciences

Ebenezer Sibly
A KEY TO PHYSIC,
AND THE
OCULT SCIENCES.
OPENING TO MENTAL VIEW,
The SYSTEM and ORDER of the Interior and Exterior HEAVENS;
The ANALOGY betwixt ANGELS, and SPIRITS of MEN;
AND THE
SYMPATHY between CELESTIAL and TERRESTRIAL BODIES.
FROM WHENCE IS DEDUCED,
An obvious Discrimination of Future Events, in the Motions and Positions of the Luminaries, Planets, and Stars; the universal Spirit and Economy of Nature, in the Production of all Things; the Principles of ethereal, and atmospherical Influxes, in constituting the proper Recipient of Life; the active and passive Tinctories requisite in the Generation of Men and Brutes; and the Foundation and Necessity of that invisible Agitation of Matter, which stimulates and impels every living Creature to the Act of begetting its like; the Properties of Vegetable, Mineral, and ANIMAL MAGNETISM: the fundamental Causes and Qualities, visible or occult, of all DISEASES, both of Mind and Body, and the simple Modes prescribed by Nature for their Prevention and Cure.

TO WHICH ARE ADDED,
LUNAR TABLES, calculated from Sidereal Motion; exhibiting upon the most simple, yet unerring Conduction, the actual Moment of the CRISIS of every Disease, and the consequent Terminations thereof, whether for LIFE or DEATH.

THE WHOLE FORMING
An Introducing Supplement to CULPEPER’s FAMILY PHYSICIAN, and Display of the OCCULT SCIENCES; published for the good of all who search after Truth and Wisdom; to prefer to all the Bibliods of Health and Life; and to give to all the Knowledge of Primitive Physic, and the Art of Healing.

By E. SIBLY, M. D. F. R. H. S.
Illustrated with elegant COPPER PLATES.

Learn diligently the Mysteries of God and his Works; for God loveth none but him that dwelleth in Wisdom.—Sol. viii. viii. 66.
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DEDICATION,

TO THE NUMEROUS

SUBSCRIBERS TO MY FORMER WORKS.

THE Liberality, Attention, and Confidence, I
have received from YOU, demand the earliest
fulfilment of my Promise, in publishing the following
Sheets. Not conscious of having deviated from the
line of REASON or of TRUTH, not challenged by
Critics, nor accused by the Faculty, of leading you
astray, I feel more than common Gratification in submit-
ning myself once more to your Patronage; and no
longer than I can render myself useful to SOCIETY,
and worthy of YOUR Protection, do I wish to retain
the Power of subscribing myself

Your much honoured Brother,

Friend, and Servant,

E. SIBLY.

No. 3, Upper Titchfield-street,
Cavendish-Square.